
Learn more, request a free trial 
or schedule a web demo today !

BCDsoftware.com/clearpath
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BCD Client Wins
IBM / COMMON

Innovation Award

See our Presto
Web Enablement ad

on the back cover

Increase the value of your IBM i business

Only select the components that best suit your needs

Your organization is unique, and so 
are your modernization needs
Only BCD lets you select from a family of award-
winning integrated modernization solutions
to build your own customized suite. Start with 
one, a couple of components or BCD’s complete 
ClearPath™ Modernization Suite to meet your 
exact needs and reduce the cost of ownership.

Using IBM i software tools that communicate 
with each other, and dealing with a single vendor 
who assures seamless support for your customized 
suite, makes this a very smart choice.

Reduce costs, increase revenue and improve services using BCD’s
 integrated modernization suite of award winning solutions !

Secure  Web Portal: 
Increase the productivity of
employees, clients & partners
by making documents and 
enterprise information 
easier to access.

Document Distribution: 
Reduce printing and mailing 
costs with automated, digital 
document and report 
distribution.

Web Enable:
Get more out of your 
5250 screens by giving 
them all a Web GUI and 
by extending their 
functionality.

New Web Applications: 
Increase revenue and reduce 
customer service costs with 
online order entry or self 
serve web apps.

Web Reports, Queries
and Dashboards:
Improve decision making
by providing real-time 
snapshots of your 
organizations data.

1,000’s of BCD clients have successfully 
modernized their IBM i businesses
BCD offers the experience, solutions, support,
training and professional services to modernize
all size organizations, and we have the references
to prove it.  We're committed to helping you 
successfully modernize too.


